Global Customs Compliance Workshop
Live Online Training Course

Snapshot
Duration:

Half-day Training Programme

Course Times:

9.30am – 1.00pm

Public Price:

€299 per person
• includes course documentation
• Discounts available for multiple delegates
• Course fee covered by InterTradeIreland Brexit Voucher

In-House Price:

Available on request

Course Description
The current EU-UK Trade Cooperation Agreement has highlighted the complexity for Irish
importers and exporters when trading with a third country. Increased customs interaction is
fraught with many risks which have to managed by your organisation. Customs compliance
is central to this and is the responsibility of all business, even where your outsource your
customs declarations.
This course will cover all your key responsibilities in terms of customs compliance; what you
need to do and what your transport or customs partners need to do. Covering the key risk
areas such as operations, finance and regulatory, the course takes a practical approach to
maintaining a compliant and efficient customs supply chain.
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Course Content
The course content will deliver a solid understanding of the concept of customs compliance
and risk, including the sources of customs risk by business function. The course covers a
comprehensive and in-dept range of topics in customs compliance and regulation.
It will also look at very specific rules and processes in terms of compliance checks, that
allow importers and exporters to navigate this sometimes-complex topic, in an organised
and practical manner.
The course outline is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EU Customs Law and Regulations
International Customs Regulations
Tariff Classification and understanding TARIC database
Product Rules of Origin
Customs Valuation
Customs Declarations and Customs IT systems
Customs Processes & Procedures

Learning Outcomes
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate understanding of core compliance areas of origin, classification and
valuation
Understand how to practically apply customs compliance checks to your business
and import/export paperwork
How to prepare or a customs audit from Revenue
Understand your obligations to customs authorities when outsourcing your customs
activities
Demonstrate a solid understanding of customs compliance from a strategic point of
view; what to outsource, what to keep in-house

Who should attend?
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This course is suitable for all businesses importing or exporting products to or from any third
country.
The course is suitable for management and operations teams from supply chain, customs
and logistics, as well as finance teams and distributors of products who want to reduce
customs duties exposure and ensure compliance with relevant customs laws.

The Tutor
Brian Murphy is a customs and supply chain professional with
over 17 years’ experience working for multinationals in global
roles. Mr Murphy has extensive experience of international
supply chains and the customs and trade facilitation measures
associated with them.
He is an excellent communicator that facilitates the transition
between strategy or theory and operations, and has worked
extensively with customs policies, adapting new and best
practices into daily operations.

Upcoming Public Courses
Friday 3rd June 2022 (09.30am to 1.00pm) via Zoom. Email or Call to book.

In-House Courses
For In-House courses, the tutor will contact you in advance to discuss the course
programme in more detail in order to tailor it specifically for your organisation.

Course Documentation
Delegates will receive a comprehensive resource pack including a copy of the presentation,
important online links and details of further reading material.
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